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Abstract

Animal conflicts are often characterized by time-dependent strategy sets. This paper considers the following type of animal

conflicts: a member of a group is at risk and needs the assistance of another member to be saved. As long as assistance is not

provided, the individual which is at risk has a positive, time-dependent rate of dying. Each of the other group members is a potential

helper. Assisting this individual accrues a cost, but losing him decreases the inclusive fitness of each group member. A potential

helper’s interval between the moment an individual finds itself at risk and the moment it assists is a random variable, hence its

strategy is to choose the probability distribution for this random variable. Assuming that each of the potential helpers knows the

others’ strategies, we show that the ability to observe their realizations influences the evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS) of the

game. According to our results, where the realizations can be observed ESS always exist: immediate assistance, no assistance and

delayed assistance. Where the realizations cannot be observed ESS do not always exist, immediate assistance and no assistance are

possible ESS, while delayed assistance cannot be an ESS. We apply our model to the n brothers’ problem and to the parental

investment conflict.

r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Time is a crucial parameter in many animal conflicts.
A common situation in which time affects an indivi-
dual’s fitness is where it should choose the length of the
interval up to making a certain decision: assisting,
mating, caring, fighting, deserting. There are cases where
at least two individuals should make such a decision
simultaneously, and each decision influences both
fitness. For example, parents that should choose the
interval up to the start of caring for their offspring, and
individuals that compete for the same resource, i.e. food,
territory or mate. Developing game-theoretical models
for these conflicts enables the characterization of an
e front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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individual’s stable behavior. Three such known animal
conflicts that have been modeled as games are the war of
attrition, the parental investment conflict, and the n

brothers’ problem.
In the war of attrition at least two individuals

compete for the same resource. Instead of fighting, each
of the individuals persists and the winner is the one who
persists longer. Persisting accrues a cost, for example,
delaying the start of breeding. Applying a game-
theoretical approach to the conflict, the individuals are
modeled as players, and each strategy is to choose the
probability distribution function of the interval between
the beginning of the game and the time of desertion.
Existing game-theoretical models consider both a
symmetric conflict (Maynard Smith and Price, 1973;
Bishop and Cannings, 1978; Bishop et al., 1978; Haigh
and Cannings, 1989) and an asymmetric conflict
(Maynard Smith and Parker, 1976; Hammerstein,
1981; Hammerstein and Parker, 1982; Yang-Gwan,
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1993; McNamara et al., 1997; Haccou and Glaizot,
2002).
In the parental investment conflict (Maynard Smith,

1977; Grafen and Sibly, 1978; Taylor, 1979; Yamamura
and Tsuji, 1993; Motro, 1994; Balshine-Earn and Earn,
1997, 1998; McNamara et al., 2000; Balshine et al., 2002;
Barta et al., 2002; Royle et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2002;
McNamara et al., 2003), each sex should decide how
much it invests in its own brood. Observations of animal
behavior (Clutton-Brock, 1991; Balshine-Earn, 1995;
Balshine-Earn and Earn, 1997) have shown, that there
are cases where after mating each sex studies its mate’s
behavior and only then chooses its amount of parental
investment. During this time interval of mutual study,
the offspring are at risk. Thus, the offspring death
process affects each sex’s decision process.
In the n brothers’ problem (Eshel and Motro, 1988;

Motro and Eshel, 1988), a member of nX3 related
individuals is at risk and needs the help of another
member to be saved. As long as assistance is not
provided, this individual has a positive rate of dying.
Each of the other group members is a potential helper.
Assisting accrues a cost, but losing the individual which
is at risk decreases the inclusive fitness of each group
member. The interval between the moment an individual
finds itself at risk, and the moment a potential helper
assists is a random variable. A potential helper’s
strategy is to choose the probability distribution
function of this variable.
In all these conflicts, time may have direct and indirect

effects on a player’s decision. In the war of attrition,
time only has a direct effect on the players’ decisions. In
the parental investment conflict and in the n brothers
problem, time has direct and indirect effect on the
players’ decisions.
In the war of attrition, a player’s strategy is to choose

the time of desertion. All the players are decision
makers, and the winner is the one who persists longer. A
player’s expected payoff depends on all players’ times of
desertion.
In the parental investment conflict and in the n

brothers problem, a potential helper’s strategy is to
choose the distribution function of the interval between
the beginning of the game and the moment it ‘‘enters’’
the game to assist. In addition, there is an external time-
dependent process which influences the strategies of all
the decision makers: as long as assistance is not
provided, the individual which is at risk (offspring,
brother) has a positive rate of dying. Since losing this
individual decreases a potential helper’s inclusive fitness,
the death process motivates the potential helpers to
make their decisions. In both conflicts a potential
helper’s expected payoff is influenced by the strategies
of the decision makers, and by the death process.
We consider the following type of animal conflicts: a

member of a group sized nX3 is at risk and needs the
help of another member to be saved. As long as
assistance is not provided, this individual has a positive
rate of dying. Assisting the individual accrues a cost, but
losing it decreases the inclusive fitness of each group
member. Each of the other group members is a potential
helper, and its strategy is to choose the distribution
function of the interval between the beginning of the
game, and the moment it ‘‘enters’’ the game and assists.
Existing game-theoretical models for this type of

animal conflicts (Motro and Eshel, 1988; Yaniv and
Motro, 2004) assume, that the individual which is at risk
has a positive and constant rate of dying; its lifetime is
an exponentially distributed random variable. In addi-
tion, a potential helper is only allowed to choose an
exponential distribution for the interval between the
beginning of the game and the moment it ‘‘enters’’ the
game and assists. These game-theoretical models are
characterized by time-independent strategy sets: both
the individual’s rate of dying, and the potential helpers
‘‘entering’’ rates are constant.
We generalize these models by extending the strategy

sets. Both the individual’s rate of dying and the potential
helpers ‘‘entering’’ rates are assumed to be time-
dependent. Thus, the lifetime of the individual which is
at risk, and the interval between the beginning of the
game and the moment a potential helper ‘‘enters’’ the
game to assist can a priori have any continuous
probability distribution function.
This paper considers a symmetric conflict, all the

potential helpers have the same strategy sets and they all
play the same role. A general game-theoretical model is
developed under two information structures: full in-
formation and partial information. Under the full
information structure each of the players knows the
others’ strategies and is able to observe their realiza-
tions. Under the partial information structure each of
the players knows the others’ strategies, but it cannot
observe their realizations. The model is applied to the n

brothers’ problem and to the parental investment
conflict.
According to our results the information structure

influences the ESS. Under the full information structure
ESS always exist. No assistance, immediate assistance
and delayed assistance are possible ESS. Fixation
depends on a potential helpers payoffs from each of
the possible outcomes of the game. Under the partial
information structure ESS do not always exist. No
assistance and immediate assistance are possible ESS,
while delayed assistance cannot be an ESS.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a

general symmetric model is presented. In Section 3, the
ESS are characterized under the full information
structure. In Section 4, the ESS are characterized under
the partial information structure. In Section 5, the
model is applied to the n brothers’ problem and the ESS
are computed under both information structures. In
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Section 6, the model is applied to the parental
investment conflict and the ESS are computed under
the full information structure.
2. The model

Consider a group of nX3 individuals. The game
begins at time t ¼ 0 where one of the individuals
finds itself at risk and needs the help of another
individual to be saved. As long as assistance is not
provided, the individual which is at risk has a posi-
tive and time-dependent rate of dying. Each of the
other group members is a potential helper. Assisting
the individual accrues a cost, but losing it decreases
each group member’s inclusive fitness. The interval
between the beginning of the game and the time a
potential helper ‘‘enters’’ the game to assists is a random
variable. Therefore, a potential helper’s strategy is to a
priori choose the distribution function of this random
variable.
We consider a continuous time conflict. A pure

strategy is an exact ‘‘entering’’ point in time, a
degenerated random variable. A mixed strategy is
defined by a continuous probability distribution func-
tion. Let F be a continuous probability distribution
function for a potential helper’s ‘‘entering’’ point in
time. The rate function, rðtÞdt; is the probability that the
potential helper will ‘‘enter’’ the game during the
infinitesimal time interval ðt; t þ DtÞ; given that it has
not entered the game before t,

rðtÞdt ¼
dF ðtÞ

1� F ðtÞ
:

It is assumed that at the beginning of the game, n

non-homogeneous Poisson processes occur simulta-
neously, each describes the behavior of a player: the
individual which is at risk and ðn � 1Þ potential helpers.
Thus, a potential helper’s strategy is to choose its
‘‘entering’’ rate function. We denote by mðtÞ the rate
of dying of the individual which is at risk during
ðt; t þ DtÞ; and by lðtÞ a potential helpers rate of
‘‘entering’’ the game during ðt; t þ DtÞ: If at time
t assistance has not been provided yet and the
individual which is at risk is still alive, then one of the
following events can happen during ðt; t þ DtÞ: the
individual which is at risk dies with probability mðtÞDt þ

oðDtÞ; one of the ðn � 1Þ potential helpers saves the
individual which is at risk with probability ðn � 1Þ
lðtÞDt þ oðDtÞ: None of these events happens with
probability 1� ½mðtÞ þ ðn � 1ÞlðtÞ�Dt þ oðDtÞ during
ðt; t þ DtÞ:
To compute its expected payoff, a potential helper

considers three outcomes:
(1)
 The individual which is at risk was saved by him.
(2)
 The individual which is at risk was saved by another
potential helper.
(3)
 The individual which is at risk has died.
We denote by P1; P2 and P3 the probability for each
of the described outcomes and by U1; U2 and U3 the
respective payoffs, where U1; U2; U3X0:
A potential helper’s expected payoff is:

E ¼ U1P1 þ U2P2 þ U3P3: (1)
3. ESS under the full information structure

Under the full information structure each of the
potential helpers knows all the strategies: the rate of
dying and the potential helpers’ entering rates, and is
able to observe their realizations.
We assume that almost all the individuals in the

population adopt the strategy I, defined by a continuous
probability distribution function F. If a mutant player
adopts the strategy J: ‘‘assist at t’’, then its expected
payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ U1
�QðtÞ �F ðtÞðn�2Þ þ U2ðn � 2Þ

�

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �F ðsÞðn�3Þ dF ðsÞ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�F ðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ; ð2Þ

where QðtÞ is the probability that the individual which
is at risk died before t, �QðtÞ ¼ 1� QðtÞ and �F ðtÞ ¼

1� F ðtÞ:
To characterize the ESS of the game we study the

properties of the mutant’s expected payoff, using the
result of Bishop et al. (1978): if I is a mixed ESS, then a
player’s expected payoff is constant adopting any pure
strategy which belongs to the support of I.
Differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to t we get:

@EðJ; IÞ

@t
¼ ½ðU2 � U1Þðn � 2Þ� �QðtÞ �F ðtÞðn�3Þ dF ðtÞ

� ½U1 � U3� �F ðtÞðn�2Þ dQðtÞ: ð3Þ

The following propositions describe the ESS.

Proposition 3.1. If U1XmaxfU2;U3g; then the ESS is

immediate assistance.

Proof. If U1XmaxfU2;U3g; then
@EðJ ;IÞ

@t
o0 8tX0 and a

potential helper’s stable reply is to immediately assist. In
equilibrium, all the potential helpers immediately enter
the game and a random helper assists the individual
which is at risk. A potential helper’s expected payoff is:

E ¼
U1 þ ðn � 2ÞU2

n � 1
: &
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Proposition 3.2. If U1pminfU2;U3g; then the ESS is no

assistance.

Proof. If U1pminfU2;U3g; then
@EðJ ;IÞ

@t
40 8tX0 and a

potential helper’s stable reply is to never assist. In
equilibrium, none of the potential helpers assists the
individual which is at risk and the ESS is no assistance.
A potential helper’s payoff is U3: &

Proposition 3.3. If U34U14U2; then the possible ESS

are no assistance and immediate assistance.

Proof. If U34U14U2; then adopting the strategy
‘‘never assist’’ by all the potential helpers ensures the
highest expected payoff, U3: Adopting any different
strategy decreases a potential helper’s expected payoff,
thus no assistance is a possible ESS.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

strategy I: ‘‘immediately assist’’, then a potential help-
er’s expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ U1
1

n � 1

� �
þ U2

n � 2

n � 1

� �
:

Since U14U2; adopting any different strategy decreases
a potential helper’s expected payoff. Therefore, im-
mediate assistance is a possible ESS.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

strategy I: ‘‘assist at t, 0oto1’’, then a potential
helper’s expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ U1
1

n � 1
þ U2

n � 2

n � 1

� �
�QðtÞ þ U3QðtÞ: (4)

Since U14U2; a mutant player can increase its expected
payoff by assisting at s ¼ t � Dt; and I cannot be an
ESS.
Finally, we show that a strategy I, defined by a

continuous probability distribution function cannot be
an ESS. Let I be the common strategy in the population.
If I is an ESS, then a potential helper is indifferent
between adopting any different strategy. In addition, I

should satisfy EðJ; JÞoEðI ; JÞ 8J 2 suppðF Þ; where F is
the probability distribution function defining I. If J is
the strategy ‘‘never assist’’, then EðJ; JÞ ¼ U3 and
EðJ; IÞ ¼ PU2 þ ð1� PÞU3; where P is the probability
that the individual which is at risk will be saved by
another potential helper before it will die, 0oPp1:
Since U34U2; EðJ; JÞ4EðI ; JÞ for all 0oPp1 and I

cannot be an ESS. &

Proposition 3.4. Let U24U14U3: The probability

distribution function defining a mixed ESS has the

following properties:
�
 It is a strictly increasing continuous function.

�
 It has the nonnegative half line as its support.
Proof. See Appendix A. &
If I is a mixed ESS and if I is the common strategy in
the population, then a potential helper’s expected payoff
is constant adopting any strategy. It follows from the
last proposition that the probability distribution func-
tion defining a mixed ESS has the nonnegative half line
as its support. Thus, if I is a mixed ESS and J is the
strategy ‘‘assist at t’’, then EðJ; IÞ satisfies:

@EðJ; IÞ

@t
¼ 0 8tX0:

We find the mixed ESS candidates by solving @EðJ ;IÞ
@t

¼

0: Following from Eq. (3), solving @EðJ;IÞ
@t

¼ 0 yields,

dF ðtÞ

�F ðtÞ
¼
dQðtÞ

�QðtÞ

U1 � U3

ðU2 � U1Þðn � 2Þ

� �
:

Let lðtÞ ¼ dF ðtÞ
�F ðtÞ

and note that mðtÞ ¼ dQðtÞ
�QðtÞ

; the equation
@EðJ ;IÞ

@t
¼ 0 has a unique solution which satisfies the

requirements of Proposition 3.4:

lðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
U1 � U3

ðU2 � U1Þðn � 2Þ

� �
8tX0; (5)

lðtÞ is the unique mixed ESS candidate.

Proposition 3.5. If U24U14U3; then the unique ESS of

the game is delayed assistance defined by the following

rate function:

l�ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
U1 � U3

ðU2 � U1Þðn � 2Þ

� �
8tX0: (6)

Proof. See Appendix A. &

Let U24U14U3 and let I be the strategy defined by
l�ðtÞ: Since I is an ESS a potential helper’s expected
payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ EðJ; IÞ ¼ U1; (7)

where J is the strategy ‘‘asist at t ¼ 0’’.
4. ESS under the partial information structure

Under the partial information structure each of the
potential helpers knows all the strategies: the rate of
dying and the potential helpers’ entering rates, but it
cannot observe their realizations.
We assume that almost all the individuals in the

population adopt the strategy I, defined by a con-
tinuous probability distribution function G. Both
‘‘entering’’ the game and assisting accrue a cost. We
denote the total cost by c ¼ gc þ ð1� gÞc; 0ogo1;
where gc is the cost accrued from entering the game and
ð1� gÞc is the cost accrued from assisting the individual
which is at risk.
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If a mutant player adopts the strategy J: ‘‘enter at t’’,
then its expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ½U1 � ðn � 2Þgc� �QðtÞ �GðtÞðn�2Þ

þ ½U2 � ðn � 2Þgc�ðn � 2Þ

�

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �GðsÞðn�3Þ dGðsÞ

þ ½U3 � ðn � 1Þgc�

Z t

s¼0

�GðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ

¼ ðU1 þ gcÞ �QðtÞ �GðtÞðn�2Þ

þ ðU2 þ gcÞðn � 2Þ

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �GðsÞðn�3Þ dGðsÞ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�GðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ � ðn � 1Þgc:

Let ~U1 ¼ U1 þ gc and let ~U2 ¼ U2 þ gc; the mutant’s
expected payoff can be written as follows:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U1
�QðtÞ �GðtÞðn�2Þ

þ ~U2ðn � 2Þ

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �GðsÞðn�3Þ dGðsÞ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�GðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ � ðn � 1Þgc: ð8Þ

If a mutant player adopts the strategy ~J: ‘‘never
enter’’, then its expected payoff is:

Eð ~J; IÞ ¼ ½U2 � ðn � 3Þgc�ðn � 2Þ

Z 1

s¼0

�QðsÞ �GðsÞðn�3Þ dGðsÞ

þ ½U3 � ðn � 2Þgc�

Z 1

s¼0

�GðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ

¼ ~U2ðn � 2Þ

Z 1

s¼0

�QðsÞ �GðsÞðn�3Þ dGðsÞ

þ U3

Z 1

s¼0

�GðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ � ðn � 2Þgc: ð9Þ

Proposition 4.1. Under the partial information structure,
the pure strategy ‘‘enter at t, 0oto1’’ cannot be an

ESS.

Proof. Assume that most of the individuals in the
population adopt the strategy I, ‘‘enter at t, 0oto1’’.
A potential helper’s expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ ~U1
1

n � 1
þ ~U2

n � 2

n � 1

� �
�QðtÞ

þ U3QðtÞ � ðn � 1Þgc: ð10Þ

We show that a mutant player can increase its
expected payoff by adopting a different strategy,
considering each of the following cases:
�
 ~U14maxf ~U2;U3g: If a mutant player adopts the pure
strategy J: ‘‘immediately enter’’, then its expected
payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U1 � ðn � 1Þgc

hence, EðJ; IÞ4EðI ; IÞ and I cannot be an ESS.

�
 ~U1ominf ~U2;U3g: If a mutant player adopts the pure
strategy J: ‘‘never enter’’, than its expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U2
�QðtÞ þ U3QðtÞ � ðn � 2Þgc

hence, EðJ; IÞ4EðI ; IÞ and I cannot be an ESS.

�
 ~U24 ~U14U3: If a mutant player adopts the pure
strategy J: ‘‘never enter’’, then its expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U2
�QðtÞ þ U3QðtÞ � ðn � 1Þgc

hence, EðJ; IÞ4EðI ; IÞ and I cannot be an ESS.

�
 U34 ~U14 ~U2: If a mutant player enters the game at

s ¼ t � Dt; then it increases its expected payoff and I

cannot be an ESS. &

Therefore, the only ESS candidates are ‘‘immediately
enter’’ and ‘‘never enter’’.
We now find the ESS in each of the possible cases.

Proposition 4.2. If ~U14maxf ~U2;U3g; then:
�
 Where ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgco ~U1oU3 þ gc; both immediate

assistance and no assistance are possible ESS.

�
 Where ~U14maxf ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc;U3 þ gcg; immediate

assistance is the unique ESS.

�
 Where ~U1ominf ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc;U3 þ gcg; no assis-

tance is the unique ESS.

�
 Where U3 þ gco ~U1o ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc; there exist no

ESS in the game.

Proof. We prove that ~U14 ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc is a necessary
condition for the strategy ‘‘immediately enter’’ to be an
ESS, and that ~U1oU3 þ gc is a necessary condition for
the strategy ‘‘never enter’’ to be an ESS. The proof of
the proposition follows immediately.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

strategy I: ‘‘immediately enter’’, then a potential helper’s
expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ ~U1
1

n � 1

� �
þ ~U2

n � 2

n � 1

� �
� ðn � 1Þgc: (11)

If a mutant player adopts the strategy J: ‘‘never
enter’’, then its expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U2 � ðn � 2Þgc: (12)

Following from Eqs. (11) and (12), EðI ; IÞ;4
EðJ; IÞ 8JaI if and only if ~U14 ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc:
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

strategy I: ‘‘never enter’’, then a potential helper’s
expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ U3: (13)
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If I is an ESS, then adopting any different strategy
decreases the expected payoff. Since ~U14maxf ~U2;U3g;
the strategy that should yield the highest payoff is the
pure strategy J: ‘‘immediately enter’’. If a mutant player
adopts strategy J, then its expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U1 � gc: (14)

Following from Eqs. (13) and (14), EðI ; IÞ4EðJ; IÞ if
and only if ~U1oU3 þ gc: &

Proposition 4.3. If ~U1ominf ~U2;U3g; then the unique

ESS is no assistance.

Proof. If most of the individuals in the population
adopt the strategy ‘‘never enter’’, then a potential
helper’s expected payoff equals U3; and adopting any
different strategy decreases a potential helper’s expected
payoff. In addition, the strategy ‘‘immediately enter’’
cannot be an ESS. Thus, no assistance is the unique ESS
of the game. &

Proposition 4.4. If ~U24 ~U14U3; then if in addition
~U1oU3 þ gc then no assistance is an ESS, otherwise

there exists no ESS in the game.

Proof. We first prove that ‘‘immediately enter’’ cannot
be an ESS, and then prove that ~U1oU3 þ gc is a
necessary condition for the strategy ‘‘never enter’’ to be
an ESS.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

strategy I: ‘‘immediately enter’’, then a potential helper’s
expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ ~U1
1

n � 1

� �
þ ~U2

n � 2

n � 1

� �
� ðn � 1Þgc:

If a mutant player adopts the strategy J: ‘‘never enter’’,
then its expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U2 � ðn � 2Þgc

and ~U14 ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc is a necessary condition for the
strategy I to be an ESS. Since ~U1o ~U2; this necessary
condition cannot be satisfied, hence I cannot be an ESS.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

strategy J: ‘‘never enter’’, then a potential helper’s
expected payoff is

EðJ; JÞ ¼ U3:

If a mutant player adopts the strategy I: ‘‘immediately
enter’’, then its expected payoff is:

EðI ; JÞ ¼ ~U1 � gc:

Hence, a necessary condition for J to be an ESS is
~U1oU3 þ gc: &

Proposition 4.5. If U34 ~U14 ~U2; then no assistance is a

possible ESS. If in addition, ~U14 ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc; then

both no assistance and immediate assistance are possible

ESS.
Proof. If most of the individuals in the population
adopt strategy I: ‘‘never enter’’, a potential helper’s
expected payoff equals U3; and adopting any different
strategy decreases a players expected payoff. Thus, no
assistance is a possible ESS in the game.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

strategy I: ‘‘immediately enter’’, then a potential helper’s
expected payoff is as given by Eq. (11). If a mutant
player adopts the strategy J: ‘‘never enter’’, then its
expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U2 � ðn � 2Þgc:

Therefore, where ~U14 ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc; EðI ; IÞ4EðJ; IÞ
for all JaI and I is a possible ESS. &

4.1. Influence of information structure on the ESS

The cost accrued from a certain decision is different
under each of the information structures, therefore a
potential helper may behave differently under each of
the information structures. We have assumed that both
‘‘entering’’ the game and assisting the individual which
is at risk accrue a cost. Under the full information
structure, each of the potential helpers can observe all
the realizations, thus it enters the game only if the
individual has not been saved yet and is still alive. Under
the partial information structure, a potential helper
cannot observe either of the realizations. Therefore, it
may enter the game and pay a cost, while the individual
has already been saved or died.
We have shown, that under the full information

structure no assistance, immediate assistance and
delayed assistance are possible ESS. Under the partial
information structure, delayed assistance cannot be an
ESS. There are cases where immediate assistance is an
ESS, but in most cases either there exist no ESS, or the
ESS is no assistance. According to Propositions 4.4 and
4.5, a necessary condition for ‘‘immediate assistance’’ to
be an ESS is:

~U14 ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc: (15)

Since ~U1 ¼ U1 þ gc and ~U2 ¼ U2 þ gc; this condition
can be written as:

U14U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc;

hence it is satisfied for noU1�U2

gc
� 1: The following

proposition summarizes this result.

Proposition 4.6. Under the partial information structure,
if the number of group members, n, satisfies n4U1�U2

gc
� 1;

then immediate assistance cannot be an ESS of the game.

Under the partial information structure, for a
sufficiently large group either no assistance is the ESS,
or there exists no ESS in the game.
In situations where ESS do not exist, one can think of

a different type of strategy as an ESS candidate, a
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strategy which chooses with probability 0opo1 ‘‘im-
mediately enter’’ and with the complement probability,
1� p; ‘‘never enter’’. Such a strategy is an ESS in the
known Hawk–Dove game (Maynard Smith, 1982),
it chooses ‘‘Hawk’’ with a certain probability and
‘‘Dove’’ with the complement probability. In the
Hawk–Dove game, the evolutionary stability of such a
strategy implies the stability of a genetic polymorphism
with the suitable frequencies of pure ‘‘Hawk’’ and pure
‘‘Doves’’.
We show that in our game-theoretical model this type

of strategy cannot be an ESS, thus there are situations
where an ESS do not exist.
Proposition 4.7. Under the partial information structure,
a strategy which chooses with probability 0opo1
‘‘immediately enter’’ and with probability 1� p ‘‘never

enter’’ cannot be an ESS.
Proof. See Appendix B. &

Under the full information structure, where de-
layed assistance is the ESS, a potential helper’s stable
entering rate is a decreasing function of the group
size, and so is the total rate of entering. We show that
where the group size tends to infinity, a potential
helper’s stable entering rate tends to zero, but the total
entering rate tends to a positive and finite time-
dependent rate.

lim
n!1

l�ðtÞ ¼ lim
n!1

mðtÞ
U1 � U3

ðn � 2ÞðU2 � U1Þ

� �
¼ 0 8tX0;

lim
n!1

ðn � 1Þl�ðtÞ ¼ lim
n!1

mðtÞ
ðn � 1ÞðU1 � U3Þ

ðn � 2ÞðU2 � U1Þ

� �

¼ lim
n!1

mðtÞ 1�
1

n � 2

� �
U1 � U3

U2 � U3

� �

¼ mðtÞ
U1 � U3

U2 � U3

� �
8tX0;

where 0omðtÞo1 8tX0:
5. The n brothers’ problem

In the n brothers’ problem a member of n related
individuals is at risk and needs the help of another
member to be saved. It is assumed that all the group
members have the same degree of relatedness. Let
0oro1 be the degree of relatedness between any two
members. As long as assistance is not provided, the
individual which is at risk has a positive rate of dying,
0omðtÞo1 for all tX0: A potential helper has a positive
probability, 0oco1; for losing its life while ‘‘entering’’
the game and assisting this individual.
5.1. Equilibrium under the full information structure

Assume that almost all the individuals in the
population adopt the strategy I, defined by a continuous
probability distribution function F.
If a mutant player adopts the pure strategy J: ‘‘assist

at t’’, then its immediate payoffs are: 1� c if the
individual which is at risk has been saved by him in t,
1� rc if the individual which is at risk has been saved by
another member before t, and 1� r if the individual
which is at risk has died before t. Therefore, substituting
U1 ¼ 1� c; U2 ¼ 1� rc and U3 ¼ 1� r in Eq. (2), the
mutant’s expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ð1� cÞ �QðtÞ �FðtÞ
ðn�2Þ

þ ð1� rcÞðn � 2Þ

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �FðsÞ
ðn�3Þ

dF ðsÞ

þ ð1� rÞ

Z t

s¼0

�FðsÞ
ðn�2Þ

dQðsÞ: ð16Þ

The following proposition describes the ESS.

Proposition 5.1. Under the full information structure

there exist two possible ESS:
�
 If the degree of relatedness is lower than the probability

for losing one’s life while entering the game and

assisting, roc; then the ESS is no assistance.

�
 If the degree of relatedness is greater than the

probability for losing one’s life while entering the game

and assisting, r4c; then the ESS is delayed assistance

and the stable entering rate is:

l�ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
r � c

cð1� rÞðn � 2Þ

� �
8tX0:

Proof. If c4r; then U1 ¼ ð1� cÞominfU2 ¼

ð1� rcÞ;U3 ¼ ð1� rÞg and it follows from Proposition
3.2 that the unique ESS is no assistance. A potential
helper’s payoff is ð1� rÞ:
If cor; then U2 ¼ ð1� rcÞ4U1 ¼ ð1� cÞ4U3 ¼

ð1� rÞ and it follows from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5,
that the ESS is delayed assistance. Substituting U1 ¼

ð1� cÞ; U2 ¼ ð1� rcÞ and U3 ¼ ð1� rÞ in Eq. (6), the
stable entering rate is:

l�ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
r � c

cð1� rÞðn � 2Þ

� �
8tX0: (17)

Substituting U1 ¼ ð1� cÞ in Eq. (7), a potential helper’s
expected payoff is ð1� cÞ:
Note that these ESS are similar to the ESS presented

in Motro and Eshel (1988), where time-independent
strategy sets are considered. That is, limiting the strategy
sets to time-independent strategy sets is justified where
the rate of dying is assumed to be constant. &
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5.2. Equilibrium under the partial information structure

Under the partial information structure a potential
helper may enter the game and pay the accrued cost,
while its assistance is not required, the individual which
is at risk has been saved or died.
We denote by 0oro1 the degree of relatedness

between two group members, by gc the cost accrued
from ‘‘entering’’ the game and by ð1� gÞc the cost
accrued from assisting. The total cost is c ¼ gc þ ð1�
gÞc; 0ogo1 and 0oco1:
Assume that most of the individuals in the population

adopt the strategy I defined by a continuous probability
distribution function G, and that a mutant player adopts
a pure strategy J: ‘‘enter at t’’. In this case each of the
potential helpers will eventually enter the game and pay
the accrued cost. The mutant’s payoff from each of the
possible outcomes are: ½1� c � ðn � 2Þrgc� if the indivi-
dual which is at risk has been saved by him, ½1� rc �

gc � ðn � 3Þrgc� if the individual which is at risk has been
saved by another helper, and ½1� r � gc � ðn � 2Þrgc� if
the individual which is at risk has died. Substituting
these payoffs in Eq. (8), the mutant’s expected payoff is,

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~U1
�QðtÞ �GðtÞðn�2Þ

þ ~U2ðn � 2Þ

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �GðsÞðn�3Þ dGðsÞ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�GðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ � gc½1þ ðn � 2Þr�;

ð18Þ

where ~U1 ¼ 1� ð1� gÞc; ~U2 ¼ 1� ð1� gÞrc and U3 ¼

1� r:
If a mutant adopts the pure strategy ~J: ‘‘never enter’’,

then its expected payoff is:

Eð ~J; IÞ ¼ ~U2ðn � 2Þ

Z 1

s0

�QðsÞ �GðsÞðn�3Þ dGðsÞ

þ U3

Z 1

s¼0

�GðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ � ðn � 2Þrgc: ð19Þ

The following proposition describes the ESS of the
game.

Proposition 5.2. Under the partial information structure,

the ESS are characterized under each of the following

situations:
�
 If the degree of relatedness is lower than the probability

for losing one’s life while entering the game and

assisting, roc; then the ESS is no assistance.

�
 If the degree of relatedness is greater than the probability

for losing one’s life while entering the game and assisting,
r4c; then there exists no ESS in the game.

Proof. If roð1� gÞcoc; then ~U1ominf ~U2;U3g and it
follows from Proposition 4.3 that the unique ESS is no
assistance.
If r4ð1� gÞc; then ~U24 ~U14U3: If in addition
~U1oU3 þ gc; then according to Proposition 4.4 the
ESS is no assistance, otherwise there exist no ESS. In
our case, ~U1 ¼ 1� ð1� gÞc and U3 ¼ 1� r; therefore if
ð1� gÞcoroc; then the ESS is no assistance, and if r4c

then there exists no ESS in the game. &
6. The parental investment conflict

The parental investment conflict considers the ques-
tion of how much each sex should invest in its own
brood. We consider a symmetric two-stage game, based
on the behavior observed in St. Peter’s fish (Balshine-
Earn, 1995; Balshine-Earn and Earn, 1997; Yaniv and
Motro, 2004). During the game, each of the parents
makes three decisions, two decisions in the first stage:
�
 Choosing the rate of entering the game, lðtÞ:

�
 Choosing the amount of parental investment, a 2

ð0; 1�

and one decision in the second stage:
�
 Choosing the probability for cooperating, 0pqp1:

Therefore, a parent’s strategy is a three component
vector, ðlðtÞ; a; qÞ:
It is assumed, that as long as none of the parents cares

for the offspring the offspring have a positive rate of
dying, 0omðtÞo1 for all tX0; and that caring for the
offspring accrues a constant cost. In addition, it
assumed that each of the parents is able to observed
its mate’s behavior, thus the ESS are computed under
the full information structure.
To compute the ESS, we find a parent’s stable

decisions in each of the stages. The parent’s stable
entering rate is computed using the results from Sec-
tion 3. The ESS are the decisions that satisfy all the
equilibrium conditions.

6.1. Stable entering rates

Let the second and the third decisions be known and
given, and let W 1 be the expected payoff for a player
that plays in the first stage, and let W 2 be the expected
payoff for a player that plays in the second stage. It is
assumed, that if the offspring have not survived then a
parent’s revenue equals zero.
Assume that most individuals of a population adopt

the strategy I, defined by a continuous probability
distribution function F, and that a mutant player adopts
the pure strategy J: ‘‘assist at t’’. Substituting U1 ¼ W 1;
U2 ¼ W 2 and U3 ¼ 0 in Eq. (2), the mutant’s expected
payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ W 1
�QðtÞ �F ðtÞ þ W 2

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞdF ðsÞ; (20)
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where QðtÞ is the probability that the offspring died
before t.

Proposition 6.1. A parent’s stable entering rate depends

on the expected payoff from playing in the first stage, W 1;
and on the expected payoff from playing in the second

stage, W 2:
�
 If W 1XW 2; then the stable strategy is to immediately

assist.

�
 If W 1oW 2; then the stable strategy is delayed

assistance defined by the following rate function:

l�ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
W 1

W 2 � W 1

� �
8tX0:

Proof. W 1XW 2 implies U1XU2 in the general model,
and it follows from Proposition 3.1 that immediate
assistance is the stable strategy.
If W 1oW 2; then according to Proposition 3.5 delayed

care is the stable strategy. Substituting U1 ¼ W 1; U2 ¼

W 2; U3 ¼ 0 and n ¼ 3 in Eq. (6), the stable rate is:

l�ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
W 1

W 2 � W 1

� �
8tX0: & (21)

6.2. Stable amounts of parental investment

It is assumed that cooperation between the parents,
biparental care, increases the number of surviving
offspring (Fetherston et al., 1994; Balshine-Earn, 1995;
Markman et al., 1996; Itskowitz et al., 2001). It has been
proven (Yaniv and Motro, 2004) that if biparental care
increases the number of surviving offspring, then the
possible stable strategy is either to choose a ¼ 0:5; or to
choose a ¼ 1 in the first stage, and is either to fully
cooperate, q ¼ 1; or to desert, q ¼ 0; in the second stage.
Hence, a parent’s strategy is: ðlðtÞ; p; qÞ: lðtÞ is the rate of
entering the game, p is the probability for choosing a ¼

0:5 in the first stage, and q is the probability for
cooperating.
Let 0odo0:5 be the advantage from cooperation. We

assume that given biparental care the expected number
of surviving offspring is 1. Given a full uniparental care,
one of the parents chooses a ¼ 1; the expected number
of surviving offspring is 1� d: Given a partial unipar-
ental care, one of the parents chooses a ¼ 0:5 and the
other deserts, the expected number of surviving off-
spring is 0:5:
Denote by 0oco1 the cost accrued from parental

caring, a parent’s expected payoff in each of the stages is:

W 1 ¼ ð1� pÞð1� d� cÞ þ p½qð1� cÞ þ ð1� qÞð0:5� cÞ�

¼ ð1� d� cÞ þ p½d� 0:5ð1� qÞ�; ð22Þ

W 2 ¼ ð1� pÞð1� dÞ þ p½qð1� cÞ þ ð1� qÞ0:5�

¼ ð1� dÞ þ p½d� 0:5� qðc � 0:5Þ�: ð23Þ
The total expected payoff is:

E ¼ W 1P1 þ W 2P2; (24)

where P1 is the probability to play in the first stage, and
P2 is the probability to play in the second stage.

Stable probability for investing a ¼ 0:5:
Let p be the common probability for choosing a ¼ 0:5

in the first stage, and denote by ~pap a mutant’s
probability. A mutant’s expected payoff is:

Eð ~p; pÞ ¼ P1fð1� c � dÞ þ ~p½d� 0:5ð1� qÞ�g þ P2W 2:

(25)

The mutant’s expected payoff, Eð ~p; pÞ; is linear in ~p:
Considering P140; the stable probabilities are:
�
 If d40:5ð1� qÞ; then p ¼ 1 (choose a ¼ 0:5).

�
 If do0:5ð1� qÞ; then p ¼ 0 (choose a ¼ 1).
If P1 ¼ 0; then a player is indifferent between choosing
a ¼ 0:5 or 1.

Stable probability for cooperating:
Let q be the common probability for cooperating, and

denote by ~qaq a mutant’s probability. A mutant’s
expected payoff is:

Eð ~q; qÞ ¼ P1W 1 þ P2fð1� dÞ þ p½d� 0:5� ~qðc � 0:5Þ�g:

(26)

The mutant’s expected payoff, Eð ~q; qÞ; is linear in ~q:
Considering P240 and p40; the stable probabilities
are:
�
 If co0:5; then q ¼ 1 (cooperate).

�
 If c40:5; then q ¼ 0 (desert).
If P2 ¼ 0; or if p ¼ 0; then a player is indifferent between
cooperating, or deserting.

6.3. Equilibrium under the full information structure

The two following propositions describe the ESS.

Proposition 6.2. If the cost accrued from parental care is

low, 0oco0:5; then the ESS is immediate biparental

care.

Proof. It follows from the last subsection that if
0oco0:5; then q ¼ 1; which implies p ¼ 1: In this case
W 1 ¼ W 2 ¼ 1� c and according to Proposition 3.1, the
unique stable strategy is to immediately assist. The ESS
in the game is immediate full cooperation and a parent’s
strategy vector is:

ðl�ð0Þ ¼ 1; p ¼ 1; q ¼ 1Þ:

Both parents immediately ‘‘enter’’ the game and the
amount of parental investment is equally divided
between them. &

Proposition 6.3. If the cost accrued from parental care is

high, 0:5oco1; and the advantage from cooperation is
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low, 0odo1� c; then the ESS is delayed full uniparental

care.

Proof. It follows from the last subsection that if
0:5oco1; then q ¼ 0; which implies p ¼ 0: In this case,
W 1 ¼ 1� d� coW 2 ¼ 1� d and following from Pro-
position 6.1 delayed care is the stable strategy. The
stable rate function is:

l�ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
W 1

W 2 � W 1

� �
¼ mðtÞ

1� d� c

c

� �
8tX0:

(27)

A parent’s stable strategy vector is:

ðl�ðtÞ; p ¼ 0; q ¼ 0Þ 8t 2 ð0;1Þ: &
7. Discussion

This paper considered the following type of animal
conflicts: a member of a group sized nX3 is at risk and
needs the help of another individual to be saved.
Assisting this individual accrues a cost, but losing it
decreases the inclusive fitness of each group member. As
long as assistance is not provided, the individual which
is at risk has a positive and time-dependent rate of
dying. Each of the other group members is a potential
helper. A potential helper’s interval between the
moment a group member finds itself at risk, and the
moment it assists is a continuous random variable.
Therefore, a potential helper’s strategy is to a priori
choose the probability distribution function of this
random variable.
This paper presented a symmetric game-theoretical

model, all the potential helpers have identical strategy
sets and they all play the same role. We have assumed
that each of the potential helpers knows all the
strategies, but cannot always observe their realizations.
In some cases a player may observe the realizations, full
information structure, while in other cases he cannot
observe the realizations, partial information structure.
Our results show, that the information structure
influences the ESS. If each of the players is able to
observe all the realizations, then there always exists an
ESS: immediate assistance, no assistance and delayed
assistance. Fixation depends on a potential helper’s
payoff from each of the possible outcomes of the game.
In Motro and Eshel (1988), a symmetric model with

time-independent strategy sets to the three brothers’
problem is presented. According to this model, the
individual which is at risk has a constant rate of dying
and its potential helpers are limited to choosing constant
entering rates. The ESS under these assumptions is
either no assistance, or delayed assistance. Where
delayed assistance is the ESS, the stable entering rate
is a linear function of the constant rate of dying. We
have generalized this model by considering a time-
dependent rate of dying and by extending the helpers’
strategy sets. One of our results shows that considering
time-dependent strategy sets, the ‘‘entering’’ rate func-
tion defining the mixed ESS is a linear function of the
rate of dying. This result justifies limiting the potential
helpers’ strategy sets to time-independent strategy sets,
under the assumption of a constant rate of death (Motro
and Eshel, 1988; Yaniv and Motro, 2004).
If the realizations cannot be observed, then there may

not exist an ESS. Moreover, in most cases the only
possible ESS is no assistance, immediate assistance is
never an ESS in large groups. The reason for these
differences is the cost accrued from ‘‘entering’’ the game.
If the realizations can be observed, then a potential
helper ‘‘enters’’ the game and pays the accrued cost only
if its assistance is required. If the realizations cannot be
observed, then a potential helper may ‘‘enter’’ the game
and pay the accrued cost, while its assistance is not
required: the individual has already been saved or died.
An important result is that the inability to observe the
realizations decreases the chances of survival for the
individual which is at risk.
Applying these models to the n brothers’ problem we

show that the inability to observe the realizations
significantly influences the ESS. If the degree of
relatedness is greater than the accrued cost and the
realizations are observed, then the ESS is delayed
assistance. If the realizations cannot be observed, then
there exist no ESS. If the degree of relatedness is smaller
than the accrued cost, then the ESS is no assistance
regardless of the information structure.
In many situations the realizations are observed by

each of the group members. In these situations each of
the potential helpers can study the behavior of the
others before making its own decision (Balshine-Earn
and Earn, 1997; Silk, 2002a, b, 2003). In such cases, we
expect the common behavior to be delayed assistance,
however this is rarely observed. The observed behavior
is usually immediate assistance (Silk, 2003). A possible
explanation for such behavior is that the benefits arising
from assisting exceed the payoffs arising from any other
possible situation. For example, the benefits of a
protector male arise not only from saving its own kin,
but also from becoming more popular thereby increas-
ing its mating opportunities.
Applying the full information model to the parental

investment conflict we show that the possible ESS are
immediate biparental care and delayed uniparental care.
The ESS are influenced by the cost accrued from parental
care and by the revenue arising from cooperation. St.
Peter’s fish exhibit an unusual example of delayed
parental care (Balshine-Earn, 1995; Balshine-Earn and
Earn, 1997). After mating both parents circle over the
fertilized eggs before one of them starts picking up eggs
for mouth incubation. In particular, neither parent is
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willing to pick up eggs until the other has committed
itself, although both parents know that as long as the
fertilized eggs are on the ground they can be destroyed.
Both in the n brothers’ problem and in the parental

investment conflict time has direct and indirect influence
on a player’s decision. A player’s payoff is determined
by the helpers’ strategies and by the death process of the
individual which is at risk. We have shown that under
the full information structure ESS always exist and that
where mixed strategy is the ESS, the stable entering rate
is determined by the rate of dying. Similar results are
presented in Haigh and Cannings (1989) where the n-
person war of attrition with no reappraisal of the
strategies is considered. In this case there is a unique
ESS and it is a mixed ESS. Where reappraisal of the
strategies is allowed, ESS do not always exist in the n-
person war of attrition.
The models that have been presented in this paper,

have been applied to conflicts between related indivi-
duals. In the n brothers’ problem, the degree of
relatedness between two individual has been defined
and affected each group member’s inclusive fitness. In
the parental investment conflict the parents are assumed
to be non-related, but their offspring carry their genes.
Thus, losing the offspring decreases each parent’s
inclusive fitness. In both conflicts, the motivation for
assisting arises from a genetic relatedness between the
individual which is at risk and its potential helpers. One
can think of similar situations, in which a genetic
relatedness cannot be defined. If the group consists of
non-related individuals, then assisting an individual
which is at risk may ensure the helper of future
assistance if it will find itself in the same situation. The
death process may motivate the others to assist despite
risking their own lives. Such a payoff function is
presented in the repeated prisoner’s dilemma, where
strategies like Tit for Tat are considered (Axelrod and
Hamilton, 1981; Maynard Smith, 1984; Selten and
Stoecker, 1986; Boyd and Lorberbaum, 1987; May,
1987; Farrell and Ware, 1989; Boyd, 1989; Lorberbaum,
1994). A similar situation is presented in Eshel and
Shaked (2001), where partnership sometimes motivates
mutual assistance between non-related individuals.
To present a complete characterization of the possible

ESS in this type of animal conflicts, role asymmetry
should be considered. Role asymmetry often exists
between the group members. For example, owner or
intruder in the war of attrition, male or female in the
parental investment conflict and young or old in the n

brothers’ problem. There are cases where the role
asymmetry does not influence a player’s payoff, a
payoff-irrelevant asymmetry, while in other cases the
role asymmetry influences a player’s payoff, payoff-
relevant asymmetry. These issues are addressed in our
companion paper (Time-Dependent Animal Conflicts.
2. The Asymmetric Case).
Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We first prove that the
probability distribution function defining a mixed ESS
is a strictly increasing function, and then we prove that
its support contains no atoms of probability.
Assume that most of the individuals in the population

adopt the mixed strategy I, defined by the probability
distribution function F1: Denote by A1 the support of
F 1; A1 ¼ fs : s 2 fð0;T1Þ [ ðT2;1�g;T1oT2g; where
F 1ðT1osoT2Þ ¼ 0:
We show that a mutant player that adopts the

strategy ~I ; defined by probability distribution function,
F 2; can improve its expected payoff if F 2 has the
following properties:
�
 The support of F 2 is A2 ¼ fs : s 2 fð0;T1Þ [ ðT2 þ

d;1Þg; d40g; where F2ðT1osoT2 þ dÞ ¼ 0:

�
 The Radon–Nikodym derivative of F 2 with respect to

F1 is:

dF2

dF1
¼

1 s 2 ð0;T1Þ;

C s 2 ðT2 þ d;1�;

�

where C41:

Note that A2 � A1; and that F2 stochastically dom-
inates F1: Let lðsÞ be the rate function defining F 1: For a
sufficiently small d (0odo 1

lðT2þDtÞ
), C is explicitly

computed by solving the following equation:Z
s2A2

dF 2ðsÞ ¼

Z T1

s¼0

dF 1ðsÞ þ C

Z 1

s¼T2þd
dF 1ðsÞ ¼ 1:

(A.1)

That is,

C ¼
�F1ðT1Þ

�F 2ðT2 þ dÞ
ffi

�F1ðT1Þ

�F1ðT2Þð1� dlðT2 þ DtÞÞ

¼
1

1� dlðT2 þ DtÞ
; ðA:2Þ

where 0oDt5d: If most of the individuals in the
population adopt the strategy I, then a potential helper’s
expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ ½U1 þ U2ðn � 2Þ�

Z
s2A1

�QðsÞ �F1ðsÞ
n�2 dF 1ðsÞ

þ U3

Z 1

s¼0

�F1ðsÞ
n�1 dQðsÞ: ðA:3Þ

The mutant’s expected payoff is:

Eð ~I ; IÞ ¼ U1

Z
s2A2

�QðsÞ �F 1ðsÞ
n�2 dF2ðsÞ

þ U2ðn � 2Þ

Z
s2A1

�QðsÞ �F1ðsÞ
n�3 �F 2ðsÞdF1ðsÞ

þ U3

Z 1

s¼0

�F1ðsÞ
n�2 �F 2ðsÞdQðsÞ: ðA:4Þ
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Therefore,

Eð ~I ; IÞ � EðI ; IÞ

¼ U1 C

Z 1

s¼T2þd

�QðsÞ �F 1ðsÞ
ðn�2Þ dF 1ðsÞ

�

�

Z 1

s¼T2

�QðsÞ �F1ðsÞ
ðn�2Þ dF1ðsÞ

�

þ U2ðn � 2Þ

Z 1

s¼T2

�QðsÞ �F 1ðsÞ
ðn�3Þ

�½ �F2ðsÞ � �F1ðsÞ�dF1ðsÞ

þ U3

Z 1

s¼T2

�F 1ðsÞ
ðn�2Þ

�½ �F2ðsÞ � �F1ðsÞ�dQðsÞ:

Since F 2 stochastically dominates F 1 and since
U1;U240; a sufficient condition for Eð ~I ; IÞ �
EðI ; IÞ40 is:

U2ðn � 2Þ

Z 1

s¼T2

�QðsÞ �F1ðsÞ
ðn�3Þ

½ �F 2ðsÞ � �F1ðsÞ�dF 1ðsÞ

� U1

Z 1

s¼T2

�QðsÞ �F 1ðsÞ
ðn�2Þ dF 1ðsÞ ¼ 0: ðA:5Þ

For all sXT2

�F2ðsÞ � �F1ðsÞ¼
: lðT2 þ DtÞd
1� lðT2 þ DtÞd

�F1ðsÞ

and the sufficient condition can be written as follows:

U2ðn � 2Þ
lðT2 þ DtÞd

1� lðT2 þ DtÞd
¼ U1

or,

0od ¼
U1

lðT2 þ DtÞ½U1 þ U2ðn � 2Þ�
o

1

lðT2 þ DtÞ
:

If I is a mixed ESS, then the suitable probability
distribution function is a strictly increasing function (its
support contains no ‘‘gaps’’).
Let I be the common mixed strategy, defined by the

probability distribution function F. Assume that there is
a non-zero probability, P, for choosing a point t, t 2

suppðF Þ: Let EðJ; IÞ be the expected payoff of a player
that adopts the strategy J: ‘‘assist at t’’, and let Eð ~J; IÞ be
the expected payoff of a player that adopts the strategy
~J ‘‘assist at t þ d’’.
If I is an ESS then, EðJ; IÞ ¼ Eð ~J; IÞ ¼ const: for all

fd : t þ d 2 suppðF Þg; and EðJ; IÞ4Eð ~J; IÞ for all fd :
t þ desuppðF Þg: Considering the first case,

EðJ; IÞ ¼ U1
�QðtÞ �F ðtÞðn�2Þ þ U2ðn � 2Þ

�

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �F ðsÞðn�3Þ dF ðsÞ

�

� �QðtÞP½ �F ðtÞ þ P�ðn�3Þ
�

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�F ðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ

�

� �QðtÞ½ �F ðtÞ þ P�ðn�2ÞmðtÞ
�

ðA:6Þ

and

Eð ~J; IÞ ¼ U2ðn � 2Þ

Z tþd

s¼0

�QðsÞ �F ðsÞðn�3Þ dF ðsÞ

þ U1
�Qðt þ dÞ �F ðt þ dÞðn�2Þ

þ U3

Z tþd

s¼0

�F ðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ:

Hence,

Eð ~J; IÞ4U1
�Qðt þ dÞ �F ðt þ dÞðn�2Þ

þ U2ðn � 2Þ

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �F ðsÞðn�3Þ dF ðsÞ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�F ðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ: ðA:7Þ

For a sufficiently small d;
�Qðt þ dÞ ¼ �QðtÞð1� dmðtÞÞ;

�F ðt þ dÞn�2 ¼ ð �F ðtÞ � dPÞn�2

¼
Xn�2
i¼0

n � 2

i

� �
ð�dPÞi �F ðtÞn�2�i

¼ �F ðtÞn�2 � ðn � 2ÞdP �F ðtÞn�3 þ oðdÞ;

where oðdÞ satisfies limd!o
oðdÞ
d ¼ 0: Thus,

�Qðt þ dÞ �F ðt þ dÞn�2

¼ �QðtÞ �F ðtÞn�2 � d �QðtÞ �F ðtÞn�3

�½Pðn � 2Þ þ mðtÞ �F ðtÞ� þ oðdÞ: ðA:8Þ

It follows from Eqs. (A.6)–(A.8) that a sufficient
condition for Eð ~J; IÞ � EðJ; IÞ40 is
�QðtÞ �F ðtÞn�2 � d �QðtÞ �F ðtÞn�3½Pðn � 2Þ þ mðtÞ �F ðtÞ�X0

or,

0odp
�F ðtÞ

½Pðn � 2Þ þ mðtÞ �F ðtÞ�
:

There exist pure strategies that ensure a greater payoff,
thus I cannot be an ESS.
We now prove that if I is a mixed ESS it cannot have

an atom of probability in the right boundary of its
support. Assuming that t 2 suppðF Þ and that for all
d40; t þ desuppðF Þ: Let J be the strategy ‘‘assist at t’’
and let ~J be the strategy ‘‘assist at t þ d; the expected
payoffs are:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ U2ðn � 2Þ

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �F ðsÞðn�3Þ dF ðsÞ

�
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� �QðtÞPðn�2Þ

�
þ U1

�QðtÞPðn�2Þ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�F ðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ � �QðtÞmðtÞPðn�2Þ

� �
;

Eð ~J; IÞ ¼ U2ðn � 2Þ

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞ �F ðsÞðn�3Þ dF ðsÞ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�F ðsÞðn�2Þ dQðsÞ:

Therefore,

Eð ~J; IÞ � EðJ; IÞ ¼ �QðtÞPðn�2Þ½U2ðn � 2Þ � U1 þ U3mðtÞ�:
(A.9)

Since U24U1; Eð ~J; IÞ � EðJ; IÞ40 for all d40 and I is
not an ESS. &

Proof of Proposition 3.5. We first prove that if
U24U14U3; then no pure strategy can be an ESS.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

pure strategy I: ‘‘immediately assist’’, then a potential
helper’s expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ U1
1

n � 1

� �
þ U2

n � 2

n � 1

� �
:

Since U24U1; a mutant player can increase its expected
payoff by adopting any different strategy, thus I cannot
be an ESS.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

pure strategy, I, ‘‘never assist’’, then a potential helper’s
expected payoff is

EðI ; IÞ ¼ U3

and a mutant player can increase its expected payoff by
adopting any different strategy, thus I cannot be an ESS
.
If most of the individuals in the population adopt the

pure strategy I: ‘‘assist at t’’, 0oto1; then a potential
helper’s expected payoff is

EðI ; IÞ ¼ U1
1

ðn � 1Þ
þ U2

ðn � 2Þ

ðn � 1Þ

� �
�QðtÞ þ U3QðtÞ

and a mutant player can increase its expected payoff by
adopting the pure strategy ‘‘never assist’’, thus I cannot
be an ESS.
Finally, we prove that delayed assistance defined by

l�ðtÞ is an ESS of the game. Let I be the mixed strategy
defined by l�ðtÞ: We have already shown that I satisfies
EðJ; IÞ ¼ const: where J is ‘‘enter at t’’. Therefore, if I is
an ESS it should satisfy:

EðI ; JÞ4EðJ; JÞ:

We have already shown that if the common strategy J is
‘‘immediately assist’’ then adopting any different strat-
egy, including I, increases the expected payoff. The same
happens where the common strategy is ‘‘never assist’’.
Therefore, we only have to prove that EðI ; JÞ4EðJ; JÞ;
if J is the strategy ‘‘assist at t, 0oto1’’.
We assume that the common strategy in the popula-
tion is J, ‘‘assist at t, 0oto1’’. Denoting by F the
probability distribution function defined by l�ðtÞ; the
expected payoffs are:

EðI ; JÞ ¼ U1

Z t

s¼0

�QðsÞdF ðsÞ þ U2
�F ðtÞ �QðtÞ

þ U3

Z t

s¼0

�F ðsÞdQðsÞ;

EðJ; JÞ ¼ U1
1

ðn � 1Þ
þ U2

ðn � 2Þ

ðn � 1Þ

� �
�QðtÞ þ U3QðtÞ:

Differentiating each of the payoffs with respect to t

yields,

@tEðI ; JÞ

@t
¼ � ðU2 � U1Þ �QðtÞdF ðtÞ

� ðU2 � U3Þ �F ðtÞdQðtÞ;

@tEðJ; JÞ

@t
¼ � ðU1 � U3Þ

1

n � 1
þ ðU2 � U3Þ

n � 2

n � 1

� �
dQðtÞ:

Since U24U14U3; both payoffs decrease in t. In
addition, EðI ; JÞ4EðJ; JÞ if J is ‘‘immediately assist’’, or
if J is ‘‘never assist’’.
We now assume that the required inequality is not

satisfied, that is, there exists a non-zero measure set of
times fTg ¼ ft : t1ptpt2; t1ot2g such that for all t 2

fTg; EðJ; JÞXEðI ; JÞ where J is ‘‘assist at t’’. Since both
payoff functions are continuous in t, EðJ; JÞ ¼ EðI ; JÞ
where J is ‘‘assist at t1’’ or ‘‘assist at t2’’. Therefore, the
differentiations with respect to t of both payoffs are
equal in t1 and in t2:
We show that these terms are equal only at one point

in time, thus the required inequality is satisfied. Solving
@tEðI ;JÞ

@t
¼

@tEðJ ;JÞ
@t

yields,

ðU2 � U1Þ �QðtÞdF ðtÞ þ ðU2 � U3Þ �F ðtÞdQðtÞ

¼ ðU1 � U3Þ
1

n � 1
þ ðU2 � U3Þ

n � 2

n � 1

� �
dQðtÞ:

Since

l�ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
U1 � U3

ðU2 � U1Þðn � 2Þ
;

we get

dF ðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ
U1 � U3

ðU2 � U1Þðn � 2Þ
�F ðtÞ:

Dividing both sides of the last equation by �QðtÞ; and
substituting dF ðtÞ; if both payoffs are equal in time t,
then t necessarily satisfies,

�F ðtÞ ¼
n � 2

n � 1
: (A.10)

Since �F ðtÞ is continuous and a decreasing function
of t, there exists exactly one point in time that
solves Eq. (A.10). Therefore, there does not exists a
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non-zero measure set of times, fTg; such that
EðJ; JÞ4EðI ; JÞ 8t 2 fTg: Strategy I satisfies the re-
quired inequality, and it is the unique ESS of the
game. &
Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 4.7. We first find the ESS
candidates and then show that these candidates cannot
be ESS.
Assume that most of the individuals in the population

adopt the strategy I, which chooses with probability
0opo1 ‘‘immediately enter’’ and with probability 1� p

‘‘never enter’’. If a mutant player adopts a different
strategy J, which chooses with probability ~pap ‘‘im-
mediately enter’’ and with 1� ~p ‘‘never enter’’, then its
expected payoff is:

EðJ; IÞ ¼ ~pp ~U1
1

n � 1
þ ~U2

n � 2

n � 1
� ðn � 1Þgc

� �

þ ~pð1� pÞ½ ~U1 � gc�

þ ð1� ~pÞp½ ~U2 � ðn � 2Þgc�

þ ð1� ~pÞð1� pÞU3;

where ~U1 ¼ U1 þ gc and ~U2 ¼ U2 þ gc: Differentiating
the mutant’s expected payoff with respect to ~p yields,

@EðJ; IÞ

@ ~p
¼ p

~U1 � ~U2

n � 1
� gc

� �
þ ð1� pÞ½ ~U1 � gc � U3�:

(B.1)

Therefore, there exists an ESS candidate only if ~U2 þ

ðn � 1Þgco ~U1oU3 þ gc or if U3 þ gco ~U1o ~U2 þ ðn �

1Þgc: The ESS candidate chooses ‘‘immediately enter’’
with probability

p� ¼
U3 � ~U1 þ gc

~U1� ~U2

n�1
þ U3 � ~U1

: (B.2)

Let ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgco ~U1oU3 þ gc; and denote by I the
ESS candidate defined by p�: If I is an ESS and if I is the
common strategy in the population, then a potential
helper is indifferent between choosing ‘‘immediately
enter’’ and ‘‘never enter’’. In addition, I should satisfy
the stability condition EðI ; JÞ4EðJ; JÞ; where J is either
‘‘immediately enter’’, or ‘‘never enter’’.
If J is ‘‘never enter’’, then

EðJ; JÞ ¼ U3

and,

EðI ; JÞ ¼ p�ð ~U1 � gcÞ þ ð1� p�ÞU3:

Since ~U1oU3 þ gc; EðJ; JÞ4EðI ; JÞ the stability condi-
tion is not satisfied, and I cannot be an ESS.
Let U3 þ gco ~U1o ~U2 þ ðn � 1Þgc: If I is an ESS and
if I is the common strategy in the population, then a
potential helper’s expected payoff is:

EðI ; IÞ ¼ EðJ; IÞ ¼ p�½ ~U2 � ðn � 2Þgc� þ ð1� p�ÞU3;

where J is ‘‘never enter’’. If a mutant player adopts the
strategy ~J; ‘‘enter at t, 0oto1’’, then its expected
payoff is:

Eð ~J; IÞ ¼ p�½ ~U2 � ðn � 2Þgc�

þ ð1� p�Þ½ �QðtÞ ~U1 þ QðtÞU3� � gc;

¼ p�½ ~U2 � ðn � 2Þgc� þ ð1� p�Þ �QðtÞð ~U1 � U3Þ

þ ð1� p�ÞU3 � gc:

We show that Eð ~J; IÞ4EðI ; IÞ for all t40 that satisfies:

�QðtÞ4
gc

ð1� p�Þð ~U1 � U3Þ
:

Since

1� p� ¼

~U1� ~U2

n�1
� gc

~U1� ~U2

n�1
þ U3 � ~U1

and since ~U14U3 þ gc we get,

0o
gc

ð1� p�Þð ~U1 � U3Þ
o1:

Let t� satisfy

�Qðt�Þ ¼
gc

ð1� p�Þð ~U1 � U3Þ
:

Adopting the strategy ‘‘enter at t�’’ ensures the same
payoff as adopting the strategy I. Since �QðtÞ decreases in
t, adopting the strategy ‘‘enter at t’’, 0otot� ensures a
greater payoff than adopting strategy I. Therefore, I

cannot be an ESS. &
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